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turns 
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Penguins Seals Dolphins Sharks Marlins Orcas 

Transition 

Squad 

Freestyle 

Backstroke 

Breaststroke 

Butterfly 

Flat stable 

head  

position Head in line with hips 

Constant 

kicking  

motion 

Feet in stay in water 

Toes pointed, feet inwards 

One  

goggle 

breath 

Ear facing downwards 

Long neck, no creases 

Alternating 

arm  

movements 

Hand pulling under the 

shoulder as other enters 

High elbow 

on pull-

through 

Fingers pointing down 

Elbow sits higher then wrist 

Competent 50m Freestyle 

Head  

looking  

directly up 

Long neck, no creases 
Constant 

kicking  

motion 

Feet in stay in water 

Toes pointed, feet inwards 

Pinky  

first  

entry 

Wrist turns on chin 

Shoots in 

Alternating 

arm  

movements 

Hand finishes stroke at hip 

as other hand enters 

Shoulder 

rotation 

Hip up, thumb out 

Hip down, pinky in 

Competent 50m Backstroke 

Long neck, no creases 

Head in line with hips 

Legs  

together  

on kick 

Hips move up and down 

Small bend in knee  

on downbeat 

Flat body 

position  

on glide 

Everything in alignment 

Knees point 

downwards 

on kick 

Hip width apart 

Toes turn outwards 

Competent 50m Breaststroke 

Karate  

chop exit 
Pinky exits first beside the hips in a chopping motion 

Hands enter 

water at the 

same time 

Straight arms over the water 

Pitched hands 

 infront of shoulder 

Competent 25m Butterfly 

Basic doggy 

paddle  

action 

Streamline 

push and 

glide (aided) 

Basic 

kicking  

action 

Blows bub-

bles while 

submerging 

Streamline 

push and 

glide (no-aid) 

Skills 

Fundamentals 

Long neck, no creases 

Head in line with hips 

Pops  

up to 

breathe 

Independently breaths 

Head re-enters after breath 

Rolls over 

to breath 

Continues to kick 

Head re-enters after breath 

Dives from  

a kneeling  

position 

Head tucked between arms 

Hands together 

Dives from  

a standing 

position 
Toes pointed 

Holds streamline on entry 

Breathes on 

a 3 stroke 

cycle 
Exhales on re-entry 

Bubble, bubble, breathe 

Complete a 

competitive 

dive 
Elbows are locked 

Straight legs together 

Breathes on 

a 4 stroke 

cycle 

Breath is short and sharp 

Introduction 

to stroke 

turns 
Head tucks on flip 

Two hand touch on open turn 

Head tucks on flip 

Two hand touch on open turn 

Small circular 

movements 

with arms 

Sculling movements 

Elbow higher then wrist 

Learn to Swim  

Pathway of  

Progression 


